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Abstract
Knowledge of the neutrino flux produced by the Neutrinos at the Main Injector (NuMI) beamline
is essential to the neutrino oscillation and neutrino interaction measurements of the MINERvA,
MINOS+, NOvA and MicroBooNE experiments at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. We
have produced a flux prediction which uses all available and relevant hadron production data,
incorporating measurements of particle production off of thin targets as well as measurements of
particle yields from a spare NuMI target exposed to a 120 GeV proton beam. The result is the
most precise flux prediction achieved for a neutrino beam in the one to tens of GeV energy region.
We have also compared the prediction to in situ measurements of the neutrino flux and find good
agreement.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Precise knowledge of the neutrino flux created by an accelerator is important for precision
neutrino oscillation and interaction experiments. Conventional neutrino beams, such as the
Neutrinos at the Main Injector (NuMI) beam at Fermilab, are created by directing high
energy protons onto a target (usually made of carbon or beryllium) so as to produce π and
K mesons. Those mesons are magnetically focused into a long tunnel in which they decay
(for example, π + → νµ µ+ ), producing neutrinos. In principle, precise knowledge of π and
K production cross-sections on the target material, and of the focusing properties of the
beamline, should translate into a well known neutrino flux. In practice the situation is more
complicated, since there are often multiple interactions within the target and in the materials
downstream of it. Also, the meson production process is governed by non-perturbative QCD
and occurs in a nucleus, so highly accurate, first principle, theoretical predictions are not
available. Neutrino experiments have usually dealt with this situation by producing detailed
simulations of the beamline materials and geometry coupled with phenomenological models
of hadronic cascades, such as those in Geant4 [1] and FLUKA [2, 3]. Those models are not
necessarily accurate but can be tuned or benchmarked by comparing their predictions to
measurements of hadron production. Recent measurements of pion production on a thick
(two interaction length) carbon target have been released by MIPP [4], and measurements of
pion production on a thin (few percent interaction length) carbon target are available from
NA49 [5]. In addition, there are several other hadron production measurements on various
materials, using both proton and pion beams, that can be used to constrain a neutrino
beamline simulation.
It is also possible to directly measure the flux of mesons and muons in the beamline,
thereby constraining the neutrino flux. Those measurements require the capability to count
and measure the energy of the roughly 106 particles/cm2 in each beam pulse. Although
measurements of these particles have been made in the past [6], including one on the NuMI
beamline [7], they tend to suffer from poorly-constrained backgrounds and detector uncertainties and, at best, have achieved an accuracy of 15%.
This article presents flux predictions based on a simulation that has been modified to
reproduce thin and thick target measurements of meson and nucleon production as well as
measurements of meson and nucleon absorption cross-sections. These predictions for the νµ
3

and total neutrino fluxes are then compared to two in situ measurements that use neutrino
interactions in the MINERvA detector, located 1 km from the NuMI pion production target. The two measurements use νe− → νe− scattering [8] and νµ charged current “low-ν”
scattering [9–13].

II.

THE NUMI BEAM

The NuMI beam is a wide-band neutrino beam made by impinging 120 GeV protons from
Fermilab’s Main Injector onto a two interaction length graphite target [14]. The produced
pions and kaons are focused by two magnetic horns [15] downstream of the target, each
3 m long. This reduces the charged meson angular spread, allowing them to travel out of
the target hall and into a helium-filled, 675 m long iron-walled decay pipe that has a 2 m
diameter. Neutrinos are produced when the mesons decay in flight.
From March 2005 to June 2012 the NuMI beamline operated primarily in the “low energy”
(LE) configuration. In this configuration the downstream end of the 95 cm long target was
inserted 57 cm past the front face of the first horn, and both horns (separated by 10 m)
were pulsed at 185 kA [14]. In this configuration, the peak neutrino energy is 3.5 GeV
with a high-energy tail extending to several tens of GeV. When the horn current is set
to focus positive particles the resulting beam consists of 93% νµ , 6% ν̄µ and 1% νe + ν̄e .
This was the configuration that accumulated the most protons on target (POT) during
the period defined above. The horn current can also be set to focus negative particles to
enhance the ν̄µ composition of the beam, and that was the configuration with the next
largest accumulated number of protons on target. Small (few-week) datasets were taken
with the target pulled back from the horn by 100-250 cm, creating higher energy beams
used for systematic studies [7, 16].
NuMI is simulated using Geant4 [1]1 and a detailed geometrical model of the beamline,
which was originally created for MINOS [7, 17, 18] and subsequently improved by MINERvA [19]. The simulation accounts for all particle interactions and propagation in the
beamline, starting with protons entering the carbon target and ending in decays that produce a neutrino. The effect of target aging due to radiation damage does not appear to be
1

Geant v4.9.2.p03 was used with the FTFP-BERT physics list.
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TABLE I: The average number of interactions leading to a νµ in the MINERvA detector with
0 < Eν < 20 GeV. The numbers have been multiplied by 100 for clarity. For example, there are
1.175 pC interactions and 0.081 π + C interactions per νµ , indicating the importance of secondary
interactions in the carbon target.

a significant effect during the period in which MINERvA took data and is not simulated.
The simulation outputs the location and kinematic information of each decay producing
a neutrino. The neutrino flux at a particular location is then determined by using the
differential decay rate, as a function of solid angle, given the neutrino species and the parent
particle’s kinematic information.

III.

HADRONIC INTERACTIONS IN NUMI

In this section we describe the processes that produce neutrinos in the NuMI beamline,
identify what measurements can constrain these processes, and evaluate the associated uncertainties. The interactions that occur in the NuMI beamline can first be categorized by
incident particle and target material. Roughly 85% of the interactions that produce particles that lead to muon neutrinos passing through MINERvA are from protons interacting
on carbon. Other relevant materials are aluminum (horns), iron (decay pipe walls), helium
(decay pipe gas), and air (target hall). Interactions of π ± , K ± and n created in the initial
proton interaction, or subsequent interactions, are subdominant but non-negligible. Table I
summarizes the hadronic interactions that lead to νµ that pass through MINERvA.
When protons collide with carbon, the interactions can produce pions, kaons, neutrons,
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FIG. 1: The number of interactions per νµ passing through MINERvA as a function of the neutrino
energy in the LE beam configuration. The lines show the different categories of interactions for
which we apply constraints and uncertainties based on hadron production data: “nucleon-A” refers
mainly to nucleons interacting in material that is not carbon [20], and “meson inc.” refers to mesons
interacting on any material in the beamline.

strange baryons, and lower energy protons. These particles, if they do not decay first, can
interact either in the target or in other downstream material to create tertiary particles that
can also decay into neutrinos. Figure 1 shows the number of interactions in each of these
categories, including those of the primary 120 GeV/c protons, as a function of the produced
νµ energy in the NuMI beamline, for the LE configuration. There are a small number of
interactions that do not fit into any of the categories above, and are rare, only affecting the
energy bins below 1 GeV.
There are two major datasets available to constrain the process where protons interact
on carbon and produce charged pions. One measurement, from NA49 [5], uses a thin target
with an incident proton momentum of 158 GeV/c. The other measurement, from MIPP [4],
6

uses an actual NuMI LE target and 120 GeV/c protons. These two datasets will be used to
make separate “thin target” and “thick target” flux predictions by weighting each interaction
leading to a neutrino going through MINERvA. We also use additional datasets to constrain
kaon and nucleon production, and the absorption of particles in beamline materials. Where
multiple interactions are constrained with data, the overall weight applied to the neutrino
event is simply the product of the weights for each interaction.
For the thin target prediction we use NA49’s measured invariant cross-section for pion
3

production [5], Eπ ddpσ3 , to compute the π ± yield per inelastic interaction,
fData =

1
σinel

Eπ

d3 σ
dp3

(1)

Here, Eπ is the energy of the pion. The factor σinel is inserted here to convert the invariant
cross-section into a yield. The impact of the uncertainty on σinel is considered later in this
paper. The prediction for the same quantity, fM C , is used to produce weights that we apply
to the simulated pion production yield to bring the simulation into agreement with the data:
w(xF , pT , p) =

fData (xF , pT , p0 = 158 GeV/c)
× s(xF , pT , p)
fM C (xF , pT , p0 = 158 GeV/c)

(2)

The cross-sections and weights are functions of the proton’s momentum p, the Feynman
variable xF and the transverse momentum pT . NA49 quotes a systematic uncertainty of 3.8%
that we assume is 100% bin-to-bin correlated in the error propagation procedure described
later in this paper [21]. Motivated by Feynman scaling [22] we also apply a scale (s) to
translate from 158 GeV/c to proton momenta between 12 and 120 GeV/c using FLUKA [2, 3]:
s(xF , pT , p) =

σF LU KA (xF , pT , p)
σF LU KA (xF , pT , p0 = 158 GeV/c)

(3)

This prescription was checked by scaling NA49 pion production data at 158 GeV/c to NA61
data taken at 31 GeV/c [23]. The difference between the two was less than 5% across the
(xF , pT ) region in which both experiments took data. We propagated that difference as an
uncertainty on the flux and found that it was negligible [24]. Figure 2 shows the statistical
uncertainties on the NA49 pion production data and the amount by which the standard
simulation must be weighted in order to achieve agreement with that data set. The neutrinos
at the peak of the NuMI beam preferentially come from the highest statistics center of the
NA49 data set, where the center contour of Fig. 2 overlaps high precision data points. This

7

translates into a relatively small flux uncertainty in the few-GeV neutrino energy range, as
shown in Fig. 5.
We apply weights from the NA49 data for xF < 0.5 and use the dataset of Barton et
al. [25] for 0.5 < xF < 0.88 and 0.3 < pT < 0.5 GeV/c. The Barton and NA49 datasets
disagree by approximately 25% where they overlap, while the uncertainties on each are
only a few percent. We normalize Barton to NA49 in the overlap region and assign a 25%
uncertainty to all of the Barton data. We then construct a bin-to-bin covariance matrix
between the various (xF , pT ) bins. In the remainder of this paper we will refer to the flux
constrained using these data, as well as the other thin target datasets described later, as the
“thin target flux”.
The MIPP thick target yields cover most of the region 1 < pz < 80 GeV/c, 0 < pT <
2 GeV/c. We use these data by tabulating pions leaving the simulated target as a function
of xF and pT . Each is then weighted by the ratio of the yield measured by MIPP and the
yield predicted by the simulation. These weights account for pions produced by the original
proton and also for reinteractions in the target. The MIPP statistical uncertainties range
from approximately 2-6% in the kinematic bins of interest and have a roughly 5% systematic
uncertainty that we assume is 75% correlated, bin-to-bin [26]. Figure 3 shows the statistical
uncertainties on the MIPP pion production data and the amount by which the standard
simulation must be weighted in order to achieve agreement with that data set.
The K/π production ratio from the NuMI target was also measured in the region 20 <
pz < 90 GeV/c, pT < 1 GeV [27]. The ratio is used with the pion yields to estimate the kaon
yields. The data have statistical uncertainties generally in the 5-20% range and systematic
uncertainties in the several percent range, which are added in quadrature. Hereafter we will
refer to the flux constrained using the MIPP NuMI target data as the “thick target flux”.
There are several other datasets that are used in the thin target flux prediction. These
data are also used to fill in gaps in the thick target data when making the thick target
prediction. NA49 measured p C → K ± X for 0 ≤ xF ≤ 0.2, 0.1 ≤ pT ≤ 0.9 GeV [28].
The uncertainty is dominated by statistics, so the combination of statistical and systematic
uncertainties (approximately 5-10%) is applied assuming no bin-to-bin correlations. For
0.2 < xF < 0.5 we utilize the ratio of K/π yields on a thin carbon target as measured by
MIPP [29], multiplied by the NA49 thin target yields described above. The uncertainty on
the K/π data is large, typically O(10%), and dominated by the subtraction of large pion and
8
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FIG. 2: A summary of the hadron production data from NA49 and its application in the analysis
to predict the “thin target” flux. The markers show the location of NA49’s measurements of the
invariant cross-section for p C → π + X interactions as a function of the produced pion’s kinematics
in (xF , pT ) plane. The marker types correspond to statistical uncertainties < 2.5% (•), < 5% (◦)
and > 5% (+). The color scale shows the data/MC ratio fData /fM C applied in Eq. 2 to correct the
simulation. The topographical contours indicate the number of p C → π + X interactions leading
to νµ in MINERvA in the LE beam. From inner to outer these are at 75, 50, 25, 10, and 2.5% of
the peak value. The upper axis shows the approximate energy of a νµ produced by a pion at the
corresponding xF .

proton backgrounds when the kaon yields are estimated. We assume the uncertainties are
uncorrelated from one bin to the next and do not incorporate the relatively small uncertainty
contribution from NA49 pion yields that appear in the denominator of the K/π ratio.
Nucleon production in p C collisions is constrained using data from NA49 [30]. The data
cover −0.8 ≤ xF ≤ 0.95, 0.05 ≤ pT ≤ 1.9 GeV/c for produced protons. For neutrons
the data are integrated over pT and cover 0.1 ≤ xF ≤ 0.9. Both datasets have statistical
9
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FIG. 3: A summary of the hadron production data from MIPP and its application to predict the
“thick target” flux. The markers show the bin-center of MIPP’s measurements of π + yields from
120 GeV protons interacting with a NuMI target. The upper pT bins extend to 2 GeV/c but the
markers are drawn at 0.8 GeV/c. The marker types correspond to statistical uncertainties < 2.5%
(•), < 5% (◦) and > 5% (+). The color scale shows the data/MC ratio applied to correct the
simulation. The topographical contours indicate the number of π + exiting the target that lead to
νµ in MINERvA in the LE beam. From inner to outer these are at 75, 50, 25, 10, and 2.5% of
the peak value. The upper axis shows the approximate energy of a νµ produced by a pion at the
corresponding pz . The region around pz ≈ 5 GeV/c corresponds to a gap in MIPP’s acceptance,
which resulted in increased statistical errors in some kinematic bins and the inability to measure
yields in others.

uncertainties . 10% except in the most extreme bins. Systematic uncertainties are 3.7% for
protons and 10% for neutrons. We assume the systematics are 100% bin-to-bin correlated.
Weights are derived using the same procedure we used for pion and kaon production.
Neutron induced pion production off of carbon is constrained by extending isospin sym10

metry in reactions with a deuterium (isoscalar) target, σ(pd → π + Xd) = σ(nd → π − pX), to
carbon, treating p C → π + X data as n C → π − X and vice versa. Neutron interactions make
a small contribution to the neutrino flux, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume the uncertainty
is that of the p C data, as no relevant data to test this ansatz exists and the correction’s
impact is small.
A subdominant portion of the flux involves nucleon interactions on nuclei that are not
carbon, most commonly He, Fe and Al. We constrain these interactions with thin target
p C data whenever the produced particles are within the kinematic range of that data. The
additional uncertainty due to this procedure was estimated as follows. First measurements
of K 0 , Λ0 , and Λ̄0 production off of Be, Cu and Pb targets by a 300 GeV proton beam [31] are
used to derive an A-dependent scaling [25, 31] in bins of momentum and angle. This scaling
was then applied to the simulation and tested against measurements of p A → πX and p A →
KX data collected at 100 GeV on C, Al, Cu, Ag, and Pb targets [25]. Discrepancies between
the predicted and measured yields are incorporated as uncertainties. These discrepancies
range from 2.5 to 30%, depending on the produced particle and the kinematic bin.
Mesons traversing beamline elements often interact to produce particles that eventually
lead to a neutrino. Unfortunately, there is little applicable data for the 10-40 GeV mesons of
interest here. We estimate the uncertainty by noting that Geant4-FTFP is a microphysical,
first principles model of hadronic interactions. Our ansatz is that the level of agreement
between FTFP and existing hadron production datasets is indicative of FTFP’s ability to
model interactions for which no data is currently available. Meson and nucleon production
measurements exist for p C and, more generally, for p A interactions. That data agrees
with the simulation at better than 40% across a broad range of relevant kinematics. We
assume that this verifies the FTFP model at the 40% level. In addition, we note that the
observed data-simulation discrepancies for production of π ± , K ± , n and p do not appear
to be correlated in any obvious way. Therefore, to handle meson incident interactions
we categorize the interactions based on incident particle (π ± , K ± ) and produced particle
(π ± , K ± , n, p). For each combination we break the range 0 < xF < 1 into 4 equally sized
bins. In each bin we assign a 40% uncertainty and we treat each bin as being uncorrelated
with the others.
Sometimes nucleons interact and produce particles that are outside the kinematic coverage
of any dataset. We categorize these interactions in terms of incident particle (n, p) and
11
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FIG. 4: A summary of the material traversed by π + parents of νµ incident on MINERvA in the LE
beam configuration. This material accounting is used to compute the impact that uncertainties on
hadron absorption cross-sections have on the flux.

produced particle (n, p, π ± , K ± ). As for incident mesons, we assume a 40% uncorrelated
uncertainty in 4 xF bins, equally spaced in the range 0 < xF < 1. In this category of
interactions, the largest contributor to the overall flux uncertainty comes from quasi-elastic
p C → pX interactions (defined as nucleon knockout without mesons or heavy baryons) at
xF > 0.95.
Any interactions not covered above are combined in an “other” category and assigned a
single 40% uncertainty. This is consistent with the uncertainties assigned to other Geant4FTFP predictions.
Particles in the NuMI beamline travel through a significant amount of material. As shown
in Fig. 4, the carbon in the target is (by design) the most frequently encountered material,
with protons typically traversing ∼ 6 mol/cm2 ≈ 40 cm. Pions and kaons also travel through
a significant amount of carbon as they leave the target, and then later encounter aluminum
12

in the horns, helium in the decay pipe volume, and iron in the decay pipe walls. The
flux uncertainty is impacted by imperfect modeling of nucleon and meson absorption crosssections, σabs , in those materials. Uncertainties in σabs translate into uncertainties on the
rate of interactions and the location of those interactions in the beamline. The position
of interactions in the target is especially critical since that influences the focusing of the
produced particles.
The absorption cross-section is defined as the sum of the inelastic cross-section, σinel
(meson and heavy baryon production), and the quasi-elastic cross-section. Several precise
measurements are available to constrain σinel in p C collisions [23, 32, 33]. The measurements
show that the simulation underpredicts this cross-section at the 5% level. We correct for
the discrepancy and also adopt a 5% uncertainty. The p C quasi-elastic cross-section is
taken to be 29 ± 4 mb. It was computed from the average and spread of the cross-sections
reported by T2K [34], NA61 [23], and Gaisser et al [35]. We use a 40% uncertainty for
n C interactions and also for n and p collisions with He, Al and Fe. We do not correct the
inelastic cross-section in any of those cases.
We propagate the uncertainty in σabs by tabulating the amount of material traversed by
each of the particles leading to a neutrino, and recording if they were absorbed or not. The
probability that a particle does not interact when crossing through a material of length z is
Psurvival (z) = exp(−zNA ρσabs ), where ρ is the nuclear number density. For C, He, Al, and
Fe we compute the appropriate probabilities using σabs from both the data and simulation
and assign the ratio as a weight. Absorption from other materials is negligible. In the thin
target prediction the way in which NA49’s measurement depends on σinel was removed in
the computation of fData so as to avoid double counting that uncertainty at this stage. For
the thick target prediction, the initial p C interaction in the target is reweighted according
to the formula above, but a correction is made to assure that the average weight does
not deviate from unity. This avoids altering the yields, since that would double count the
uncertainty already incorporated in the MIPP uncertainties, but allows the average position
of interactions along the target to vary.
Absorption uncertainties for pions and kaons are handled in a similar way. The simulation
reproduces π ± C and π ± Al datasets [32, 33, 36–40] to within 5% for pion momenta ranging
from 1 GeV to 60 GeV, so we adopt a 5% uncertainty for πA absorption. The K ± C and
K ± Al cross-sections measured by [32, 33, 37, 41] are less well reproduced by the simulation.
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The adopted uncertainties range from 30% at low energy (p < 2 GeV/c) to about 10% at
high energy (p ≈ 50 GeV/c). No correction to the cross-section is done for either pions or
kaons, we just propagate an uncertainty. When using thick target data, the effect of pion
and kaon absorption in the target is captured in the thick target yields and the position
effect cannot be deconvolved. Because of this we do not propagate absorption uncertainties
for pions and kaons in the target material when using thick target data.
The uncertainties described above are propagated to the neutrino energy distribution
using a technique referred to as “multi-universes”. This method envisions each hadron
production data point and every other source of uncertainty listed above as a parameter
with an uncertainty and possible correlations with other parameters. We construct a series
of N = 100 alternative parameter sets by randomly sampling from a multi-dimensional
Gaussian distribution centered on the default parameter values with covariances to account
for the uncertainties and correlations [42]. The resulting N flux predictions are used to
compute the variance in each neutrino energy bin and the covariance between bins. Figures 5
and 6 show the resulting flux uncertainties as a function of νµ energy.

IV.

UNCERTAINTIES DUE TO THE BEAMLINE GEOMETRY

Once the hadrons are produced in the target they propagate through the inner conductors
and magnetic fields of horns and then through the decay pipe. There are a large number of
geometric and magnetic details that can affect the neutrino energy distribution, and those
details must be precisely measured and then incorporated in the neutrino beam simulation.
Alignment tolerances on the primary proton beam trajectory, target, and horns are described in Refs. [14, 16, 17]. The largest effects on the flux prediction come from uncertainties
on the transverse position of the most upstream horn relative to the target (±0.1 cm) and
the longitudinal position of the target with respect to that horn (±1 cm).
The magnetic field is determined not only by the current (185 kA ± 1%) but also by the
precise shape of the inner conductors, in particular of the first horn. The parabolic inner
conductor is modeled in Geant as a series of G4Cone or, alternatively, G4Polycone volumes.
An uncertainty due to the modeling is assigned by comparing the flux obtained using each
of the two cone types and by varying the number of cones used in the model. Finally, the
horns have a water jet cooling system that results in a residual layer of water on the horn
14
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FIG. 5: Uncertainties on the NuMI low energy νµ “thin target flux” that originate from the
different hadron interaction categories described in the text. The label “nucleon-A” refers mainly
to nucleons interacting in material that is not carbon [20], and “meson inc.” refers to mesons
interacting on any material in the beamline; “target abs.” and “other abs.” refer to absorption in
the target (C) and other materials (Al, He, Fe).

inner conductor. That 1.0 ± 0.5 mm thick layer affects the number of mesons absorbed in
the horns, resulting in an uncertainty on the flux.
There is a graphite baffle just upstream of the target that protects the horn inner conductors from a mis-steered proton beam. Under normal operations the beam has small
non-Gaussian tails in its radial profile that interact with (“scrape”) the baffle. Measurements of the beam profile upstream of the baffle and temperature changes in the baffle
indicate that the tails make up less than 0.25% of the beam power [17]. We conservatively
adopt that as a systematic error. There is an additional uncertainty in the flux prediction
coming from the 2% measurement uncertainty of the number of protons incident on the
NuMI target (POT counting).
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FIG. 6: Uncertainties on the NuMI low energy νµ “thick target flux” that originate from the
different hadron interaction categories described in the text. The label “nucleon-A” refers mainly
to nucleons interacting in material that is not carbon [20], and “meson inc.” refers to mesons
interacting on any material in the beamline; “target abs.” and “other abs.” refer to absorption in
the target (C) and other materials (Al, He, Fe).

Figure 7 shows the uncertainty on the NuMI on-axis νµ flux that comes from each of
the focusing uncertainties. While most of these uncertainties are smaller than those coming
from the hadron production, they dominate at the 4-6 GeV region, which is the falling edge
of the neutrino energy distribution, shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

V.

RESULTS

The thin target flux prediction for the NuMI LE νµ beam is shown in Fig. 8. The prediction uses thin target data combined with the ab initio uncertainty estimates for processes
that lack a data constraint. The ratio between the corrected and uncorrected flux predic16
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FIG. 7: Beam geometry and focusing uncertainties on the νµ flux at MINERvA in the LE beam
configuration. The sources of uncertainty are described in the text.

tions is also shown. Incorporating the corrections described here reduces the predicted flux
near the focusing peak by 8% while in the high-energy region it increases the prediction by
as much as 30%. The uncertainties as a function of neutrino energy, which were shown separately for hadron production and beam focusing in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, are combined in this
procedure and shown in the error bands in Fig. 8. The νµ flux is 287 ± 22 νµ /m2 /106 POT
when integrated over the 0 < Eν < 20 GeV range.
The thick target flux prediction for the NuMI LE νµ beam is shown in Fig. 9. The
data used in the prediction are predominantly the π and K yields measured by MIPP. The
prediction also uses some thin target data to fill in gaps, as well as the ab initio uncertainty
estimates on processes that lack a data constraint. Table II shows the fraction of thin and
thick target data used in the thick target prediction.
Figure 10(a) shows the ratio between the thin and thick target flux predictions. The error
band and covariance matrix were constructed using the multi-universe technique and account
17
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FIG. 8: The predicted thin target νµ flux at the MINERvA detector for the low energy, νµ focused,
beam configuration. The ratio plot shows the effect of correcting the flux simulation using thin
target hadron production and attenuation data as described in the text. The error band includes
uncertainties due to hadron interactions, beam geometry and beam focusing.

for correlations between systematic uncertainties that are common to the two predictions.
There is a clear discrepancy between the two, especially in the region 4 . Eν . 15 GeV.
This is due to a large suppression, relative to the simulation, of π + yields in the thick target
data in the range 10 . pz . 40 GeV. We quantified the level of agreement by computing
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FIG. 9: The predicted thick target νµ flux at the MINERvA detector for the low energy, νµ focused,
beam configuration. The ratio plot shows the effect of correcting the flux simulation using thick
and thin target hadron production and attenuation data as described in the text. The error band
includes uncertainties due to hadron interactions, beam geometry and beam focusing.

the χ2 between the two predictions:
χ2tt

=

N
X

−1
− φthin
)(φthick
− φthin
)[Vtt
]ij
(φthick
i
i
j
j

(4)

i,i≤j

where φthick,thin refers to the flux predictions in the bins i, j and Vtt is the bin-to-bin co19

Eν (GeV)

3-4 6-7 9-10 14-15 19-20

thick (%)

87 76 70

69

75

thin & ab initio (%) 13 24 30

31

25

TABLE II: The impact of thin and thick target datasets on the prediction of the “thick target”
νµ flux at the MINERvA detector in the LE beam configuration. The rows show the fraction of
interactions which lead to a νµ that are covered by the thick and thin target datasets, including
the ab initio uncertainty estimates made for some processes.

variance matrix. For 0 < Eν < 50 GeV we find χ2tt = 144.7 for 19 degrees of freedom
(p = 10−21 ). MINERvA cross-section analyses tend to include events in the energy range of
2 < Eν < 22 GeV, and we find p = 10−12 for this range.
MINERvA has two in situ flux constraints that can in principle help discriminate between
the thin and thick target predictions. First, the rate of νe− → νe− was measured with
a precision of 11.5% and can be used to constrain the flux since the process has a well
known cross-section [43]. The measurement is sensitive to the integrated flux but only
weakly sensitive to the Eν dependence since only the electron energy can be measured in
the detector and the outgoing neutrino carries away significant energy. The measured rate
is in good agreement with both the thin- and thick target predictions, mostly because the
LE flux is peaked in the range 2 < Eν < 5 GeV where the two predictions differ by less than
the statistical precision of the νe− scattering measurement.
The second in situ constraint uses a sample of νµ A → µ− X events in which the energy
of the recoil system (ν) is much lower than the neutrino energy [44]. The cross-section for
this “low-ν” process has a weak dependence on the neutrino energy that is understood at
the few percent level [13]. Therefore, this event sample can be used to predict the energy
dependence of the flux. The overall level of flux is then determined by computing the νµ
charged current scattering cross-section using an inclusive sample of νµ A → µ− X events,
and requiring that it matches the NOMAD measurement at Eν = 10 GeV which has an
uncertainty of 3.6% [45].
Figure 10(b) shows a comparison of the thick- and thin target flux predictions divided
by the low-ν flux measurement. We have again quantified the level of agreement using a χ2
test. The results are shown in Table III. The thin target and low-ν fluxes agree well but the
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FIG. 10: Ratios of flux predictions. (a) The flux predicted using data from thick target experiments
divided by the flux prediction that uses only thin target data. (b) The thin and thick target flux
predictions divided by the in situ flux measured using the low-ν technique. The error bands on
each curve account for uncertainties in the numerator and denominator, including the effect of
significant correlations between the thick and thin target predictions.
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agreement for the thick target flux is poor (for the 2-50 GeV range) to marginal (2-22 GeV).


We also tabulated the likelihood ratio r = Lthick /Lthin = exp − 12 (χ2thick − χ2thin ) .
Eν Range:

2-50 GeV

2-22 GeV

flux comparison χ2 NDF p − value χ2 NDF p − value
thin-low-ν

7.3

thick-low-ν

61.3 15 1.5 × 10−7 18.6 10 4.6 × 10−2

r=

Lthick
Lthin

15

0.95

2 × 10−12

4.8

10

0.91

1 × 10−3

TABLE III: Results from a χ2 comparison of the thick- and thin target constrained fluxes with the
low-ν flux.

In principle yet a third flux prediction could be found by combining the thin- and thick
target predictions. However, because the two predictions disagree, combining them would
require increasing the uncertainties in the measurements appropriately. Because the likelihood ratio r strongly disfavors the thick target flux, we chose not to combine the two
predictions. The thin and thick target predictions for the ν̄µ flux in the ν̄µ enhanced beam
configuration are in good agreement, and agree with the low-ν constraint. For reasons of
expediency and consistency we have chosen not to combine the two ν̄µ flux predictions at
this time.
Because the νe− scattering measurement of the integrated flux [43] is independent of the
measurement here, it can be used to further improve the precision of cross-section measurements in MINERvA. We will use the thin target prediction presented here, as constrained by
the νe− measurement, for future cross-section analyses. The flux for all neutrino species in
the low energy νµ -enhanced, and ν̄µ -enhanced beams is provided as supplemental material.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the first a priori prediction of the NuMI low energy flux. MINERvA’s
published cross-section results have used early forms of this prediction which are now superseded. The flux reported here is the most precise a priori prediction available given the
current state of hadron production measurements and the constraints coming from the in
situ flux measurements. A previous “neutrino independent” constraint that used the NuMI
muon monitoring system had uncertainties of 10-25% over the 0-25 GeV range [7]. The
22

uncertainty on the thin target flux prediction is 7.8% when the flux is integrated from 0
to 20 GeV. Hadron production uncertainties dominate the flux uncertainty, except in the
region around 5 GeV where beam focusing uncertainties are important. The uncertainty on
the thick target flux integrated over the same range is 5.4%, demonstrating the value of
dedicated hadron production measurements using actual or replica targets. We hope that
this will encourage the community to make such measurements for future neutrino beams.
In our case, we have adopted the thin target flux for cross-section analyses because it agrees
better with in situ data. The discussion in this article has focused on the NuMI beam but
the technique of constraining a flux prediction with hadron production and interaction measurements can be applied to other similar beams, in particular the Long Baseline Neutrino
Facility that will provide the beam for the DUNE experiment.
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